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BACKGROUND

15-year-old high school female wrestler and soccer athlete 
complained of headaches starting November 2018 being 3-
4x/week. 
Athletic Trainer’s initial evaluation did not find an etiology 
and planned treatment for controlling pain due to 
headaches.
Increased of symptoms were reported in January 2019 to 
headaches everyday, sleep apnea, and depression.
Patient was removed from athletics in April 2019 to be 
referred to a neurologist for diagnostic testing and 
diagnosis.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Chronic migraines, Brain tumor, Depression, Chiari 
Malformation

CONCLUSION
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Learning Objectives:
• To determine the clinical diagnosis of patients with CM. 
• To identify the symptomatic characteristics of CM. 
• The reinforcement of athletic training clinician’s awareness 
of neurological conditions.

SURGICAL INTERVENTION
• Diagnostic tests to identify condition: Complete Blood Count (CBC), X-Ray, 

MRI, CT scan, Cine-MRI examining CSF flow.
• CM stage 1 diagnosis from diagnostic test results showed cerebellar tonsils 

protruding in Foramen Magnum more than 5mm (8mm) blocking CSF into 
brainstem. 

• Surgical intervention for CM is posterior fossa decompression.
• Suboccipital Craniectomy, C1 Laminectomy, Duraplasty, Neurophysiologic 

monitoring were performed in surgery.
• Patient was prescribed Topamax, Amitriptyline, Lexapro, Zoloft, and 

Cyprodeptadine.
• Post-op instructions were to attend classes for half days and to return home 

to rest for the rest of the day.
• Homework was to be performed in 30-minute increments.
• Lifting restriction of no more than 5lbs and a student aid assisted her at 

school.
• No cardiovascular exercise or cervical flexion was allowed until a follow-up 

with the Neurologist.
• The follow-up appointment deemed the surgery was a success for posterior 

decompression.
• Unfortunately, the patient is still experiencing symptoms and is in contact 

with her Pediatrician and Neurologist.

TREATMENT UNIQUENESS

Figure 1. Sagittal T1 MRI image 
of a brain without abnormalities

Figure 2. Sagittal T1 MRI image 
of CM patient

The CM anomaly leads to obstruction of the CSF into 
the foramen magnum and the brainstem.
The condition is identified using Cine-MRI 
diagnostic imaging that evaluates the CSF flow.1

Often the bones of the posterior side of the skull are 
underdeveloped.
Malformation can lead to decreased volume of the 
cerebellum making the cerebellar tonsils protrude 
into the foramen magnum.
With diagnostic imaging evolving, the condition is 
seen in 3% of Pediatrics, 2% of Females, and 1% 
in Males. 5

Early referral to a Neurologist is vital to identify the 
condition and to aid in symptomatic relief
CM symptoms to recognize3:
• Occipital headaches
• Valsalva maneuver (sneezing, coughing, laughing 

during exercise)
• Sleep apnea
• Migraine with & without aura
• Balance and gait deficits
Evaluation questions to ask during history portion4:
• Number of school days missed
• Inability to participate in after school activities
• Number of days needing early dismissal
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